
Teach Writing Thinkingly

By Rob Whyte 

Classroom Ideas that forge forceful arguments



Which way is the bus going?

 



1. Learn an inquiry method framework

2. Practice creating thoughtful arguments

3. Get inspired with activities that teach fluency, proficiency and style 

Aim of Session



What is an inquiry method?

create knowledge, don’t 
memorize facts

one right answer doesn’t exist

opposite of “telling is teaching”



Inquiry method for ESL writing?

○ Build intelligent arguments with logos, not pathos or ethos
○ Develop a thinking skill for school and work
○ Needs scaffolding

It is not …. 

○ a template
○ easy to teach
○ easy to learn

 



● External rewards? None.

● Professional pride? Yup.

● Socio-economic relevance? Sure.

 

Why bother?



Inquiry Based Learning Framework 

1. Formulate a question
2. Collect evidence or create arguments
3. Establish warrants 
4. Draw probable conclusions



Gay marriage is wrong and should not be allowed. 

The Bible says marriage is between a man and a 

woman. Everybody knows the Bible is filled with God’

s ideas and we have to do what God says. 

Model: Argument and Warrant Example 1



Gay marriage is wrong and should not be allowed. 

The Bible says marriage is between a man and a 

woman. Everybody knows the Bible is filled with 

God’s ideas and we have to do what God says. 

Model: Argument and Warrant Example 1

claim

premise

warrant



Model: Argument and Warrant Example 2

WWE is fake because the winners of the wrestling 

matches are never in the newspaper. Everybody knows 

the sports section of newspapers only prints results for 

real sports.



Model: Argument and Warrant Example 2

WWE is fake because the winners of the wrestling 

matches are never in the newspaper. Everybody knows 

the sports section of newspapers only prints results for 

real sports.

claim

premise

warrant



Gateway 1: Facts and Warrants

1. Question: What’s on the bottom?
2. Evidence
3. Warrant
4. Probable conclusion



Gateway 2: Facts and Warrants

Jack is visiting a small town. He wants to get a haircut. 

● Barber 1: bad haircut and a messy shop
● Barber 2: nice haircut and a clean shop 

Which barbershop should Jack choose? 



Writing 1: 
Picture Analysis

What are they doing?



Writing 2: Murder Mystery

The husband is dead.

The wife told the police her husband 
was drunk and fell down the stairs.

Do you believe her?



Writing 3: Murder or 
Suicide?

The police found Winston dead in his 
house.

Was it murder or suicide?



Writing 4 and 5: Analysis and Evaluation

Steve Job’s Stanford University 
convocation speech. (1:04) A TED talk on the value of less. (5:42)



Writing 6: Analyze 
& Interpret

Describe and explain 
changes in Korean food 
consumption patterns.



Writing 7: Email Writing

Context:

● Student works in a phone store.
● Potential customer looking at 

Samsung and iPhone.
● Asks for advice.
● Students make recommendation 

based on data sheet specs.
● Email message written using 

inquiry framework.





Other Writing Matters (1)

Improve Fluency 

● timed repeated writing



Other Writing Matters (2)

Improve Proficiency 

● articles and synonyms



Other Writing Matters (3)

Improve Style (sentence variety) 

● appositives and complex sentences



Wrap Up

What’s the takeaway?

● A framework to help students write well-reasoned arguments
● 3 groups of resources: models, gateway and long exercises
● 3 activities to support student writing needs (more quickly, more 

accurately and more stylishly)



Which way is the bus going?

To the left.

How do we know that?


